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AboutAbout
Gods of Sol is not just another meme coin. It's a divine creationGods of Sol is not just another meme coin. It's a divine creation

forged by the community for the community.forged by the community for the community.  

Our mission? To ascend as the epitome of excellence in the CryptoOur mission? To ascend as the epitome of excellence in the Crypto
realm. A congregation of kindred spirits has converged to set therealm. A congregation of kindred spirits has converged to set the

celestial standard for community-driven projects.celestial standard for community-driven projects.

  With a 0% tax on both buy and sell orders, we pave the path toWith a 0% tax on both buy and sell orders, we pave the path to
prosperity for our holders and stakeholders alike.prosperity for our holders and stakeholders alike.  

While our name may evoke the divine, we hold no allegiance to anyWhile our name may evoke the divine, we hold no allegiance to any
deity. Instead, we pledge a portion of our marketing budget to causesdeity. Instead, we pledge a portion of our marketing budget to causes

that embody the spirit of Olympus.that embody the spirit of Olympus.  

Join us on this epic journey as we wield the power of Zeus, theJoin us on this epic journey as we wield the power of Zeus, the
cunning of Hades, and the wisdom of the Gods themselves.cunning of Hades, and the wisdom of the Gods themselves.

  "Gods of Sol" – where community, innovation, and philanthropy"Gods of Sol" – where community, innovation, and philanthropy
converge to shape the future of crypto.converge to shape the future of crypto.    



VisionVision
Our vision is to honor the legacy of ancient gods by providing aOur vision is to honor the legacy of ancient gods by providing a

digital sanctuary where believers and enthusiasts can connect, trade,digital sanctuary where believers and enthusiasts can connect, trade,
and pay homage to their chosen deities. Through Gods Of Sol, weand pay homage to their chosen deities. Through Gods Of Sol, we
aspire to cultivate a global community united by their reverence foraspire to cultivate a global community united by their reverence for

the divine.the divine.

Built on the Solana blockchain, Gods of Sol leverages cutting-edgeBuilt on the Solana blockchain, Gods of Sol leverages cutting-edge
technology to ensure lightning-fast transactions and minimal fees.technology to ensure lightning-fast transactions and minimal fees.

Solana's high throughput and low latency empower Gods Of Sol toSolana's high throughput and low latency empower Gods Of Sol to
scale seamlessly, accommodating a growing community of devoteesscale seamlessly, accommodating a growing community of devotees

and traders.and traders.



CommunityCommunity
At the heart of Gods of Sol lies a vibrant and inclusive community,At the heart of Gods of Sol lies a vibrant and inclusive community,
united by their shared reverence for ancient gods. Through forums,united by their shared reverence for ancient gods. Through forums,
events, and social media, members may engage in dialogue, forgeevents, and social media, members may engage in dialogue, forge
connections, and celebrate the divine heritage that binds themconnections, and celebrate the divine heritage that binds them

together.together.



TokenomicsTokenomics

Pinksale
70%

CEX & Marketing
20%

Burn
5%

Team
5%

Summary:Summary:
70% - Pinksale70% - Pinksale

20% - CEX & Marketing20% - CEX & Marketing
5% - Burn5% - Burn
5% - Team5% - Team
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